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             Kıvanç Tekstil operates as one of the main woven fabric supplier of European and American apparel market 
including famous local and global fashion brands by performing an annual capacity of 
18 million meters on a wide mix of fabric blends.
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                Every season KIVANÇ anticipates and represents the main fashion themes with its fabulous collections.

                COLLECTION
            

        

        
    

    
    
        
            
                Production

                
                    Spinning to finishing, Kıvanç assures high quality production with its technological facilities and prioritize international quality control techniques for all the processes of production.
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Woven Fabric Manufacturer & Supplier

European and American apparel market

Woven Fabric Manufacturer & Supplier including famous local and global fashion brands Üreticisi ve Tedarikçisi

Premiere Vision paris, Première Vision New York, The London Textile Fair, Münich Fabric Start Textile Fair

Quality fabrics, Quality Producer, Manufacturer and Supplier

Countries such as USA, Spain, Germany, Italy, Denmark and England are suppliers of Fabric Producer, Manufacturer and Supplier

Essential fibers: cotton, viscose, polyester, linen, modal and tencel

woven fabric in Turkey
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                HEAD OFFICE & FACTORY ZEYTİNLİ MAHALLESİ TURHAN CEMAL BERİKER BULVARI NO: 599 SEYHAN, ADANA - TURKEY


                

                T  +90 3224410915 
                


                F  +90 3224410918 
                


                E   INFO@KIVANCTEKSTIL.COM.TR 
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